KINESIOLOGY, DOCTORAL MINOR

The Department of Kinesiology's mission is to research, teach and apply knowledge related to movement, exercise and human occupation, with the ultimate goal of enhancing human health, productivity and quality of life. The Department of Kinesiology offers graduate courses that reflect the breadth of the discipline, including biomechanics, exercise psychology, exercise physiology, motor control and behavior, physical activity epidemiology and occupational science. A minor from the Department of Kinesiology is tailored to each student's individual interests, career goals, needs and background. The learning goals for the doctoral minor are to demonstrate an understanding of the major current and past theories, research findings, methodologies and techniques in one or more of the broad areas of inquiry represented within the Department of Kinesiology.

ADMISSIONS

Graduate students in other programs at UW–Madison who plan to minor in kinesiology should contact the Department of Kinesiology graduate studies chair early in their graduate program to ensure acceptance into and adequate mentoring in the minor program (see Information for Prospective Students (http://kinesiology.education.wisc.edu/kinesiology/academics/graduate-programs/prospective-students/)). When students meet with the graduate studies chair, they will fill out a course plan. The department’s graduate studies chair, the student’s doctoral committee mentor, and the student must sign the course plan.

REQUIREMENTS

The student must complete 9 credits in kinesiology courses such that all of the following conditions are satisfied:

• All credits must be in courses numbered 300 and above
• At least 3 credits are taken in courses numbered 700 and above
• The student receives a satisfactory grade (C or above) for all credits
• The GPA of the credits counted is at least 3.00
• All credits are taken as a graduate student

PEOPLE

GRADUATE FACULTY

Susan Andreae (klausderau@wisc.edu) Jill Barnes (jnbarnes@wisc.edu) David Bell (drbell2@wisc.edu)
Janet Branchaw (branchaw@wisc.edu) Lisa Cadmus-Bertram (cadmusb@wisc.edu) Luis Columna (lcolumna@wisc.edu)
Dane Cook (dcook@education.wisc.edu) Gary Diffie (diffie@education.wisc.edu) (chair) Dorothy Farrar-Edwards (dfedwards@education.wisc.edu) Beth Fields (bfields2@wisc.edu) Kreg Gruben (kreg.gruben@wisc.edu)
Kelli Koltyn (koltyn@education.wisc.edu) Elizabeth Larson (blarson@education.wisc.edu)
Andrea Mason (amason@education.wisc.edu) William Morgan (wpmorgan@wisc.edu)

GRADUATE FACULTY AFFILIATE

Marolowe Eldridge (kgretebeck@wisc.edu)
Kimberlee Gretebeck
Troy Hornberger (thornb1@svm.vetmed.wisc.edu)
Ozioma Okonkwo (ozioma@medicine.wisc.edu)

Kristen Pickett (kpickett2@wisc.edu)
William Schrage (wschrage@education.wisc.edu)
Brittany Travers (btravers@wisc.edu)
Peter van Kan (peter.vankan@wisc.edu)